Cancer and Alzheimer’s: Carboxylic Acid, Chlorine and Iron
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I suggest a cause of cancers and dementia. If a person is exposed to carboxylic acid (R-COOH) and chlorine (Creosote), they may develop a tumorous cancer [1,2]. If their immune system fights off the cancer from developing, they have a build-up of beta amyloid in the nerve cells which is a symptom of Alzheimer’s [3]. If you’ve had a cancer tumor, you won’t have dementia. Ultimately the diseases are caused by too much chloride and too much carboxylic acid which lead to either dementia or cancer, depending upon the person’s immune system. In addition, too much iron causes a weekend immune system leading to cancer being more likely present [4].

So, if a person has exposure to high levels of chlorine, (or creosote), if they have too much hydrogen peroxide, they develop cancerous cells [5]. If, on the other hand, the immune system fights off the cancer, then they have a build-up of beta amyloid in the brain causing Alzheimer’s [6-10].
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